
Cortijo
5 bedrooms
4 bathrooms

300 m²
3,750 m²

REF: IC 515

 Cortijo Paraiso

 Seron  €150,000

A fantastic rural farmhouse situated in the sierra de Los Filabres, close to the Picturesque
village of Serón. The village of Serón is well known for its location and for being a very
typical Spanish village in the Area of the Almazora Valley. Famous for its Serrano hams, its
dry climate and its business activities, it also has an indigenous cheese production. With all
the local amenities such as shops, medical centre, restaurants, bars with a weekly market
held on   Friday. Surrounded by magnificent views, with the town of Tíjola and the famous
village of Cela being very close by.
This fantastic farmhouse sits on an impressive plot of land of 3750 m2. The property is
composed of 3 apartments and a house. 
Each self contained compartment comprises of a spacious open planned kitchen /dining
room with a traditional feature fireplace, spacious bedroom and bathroom.
The lovely house comprises of 2 spacious bedrooms, kitchen, family bathroom and a good
size living room with traditional feature fireplace.  
There is a further annex construction consisting of a garage, living room and kitchen with
feature fireplace, it would be possible to easily transform this into another apartment.
The plot benefits from a flat terrain and good access with a large built recreation and
leisure area. Situated in a very tranquil location, the area is very peaceful which makes it
ideal for nature and nature lovers, outdoor sports, animal observation .The Filabres
mountain area is well known for its clear and clean sky with the Astronomical observatory
nearby.
If you are looking for a tranquil location with a stunning surrounding, being close to nature
then this property is a must, we highly recommend viewing this fantastic property.
Plot 3500 m2
Price €150,000
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